
Robert Smith 
Sr. Video Technician

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Focuses in film and communication, and a background in customer service, 
energetic, ambitious, and well-rounded individual looking to utilize passion 
for film, photography and other media.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Sr. Video Technician
ABC Corporation -   1997 – 2006 

Responsibilities:

 Different positions, but all lead to covering routes when needed as the 
business is always short-staffed.

 Pulled the hard drives from school buses and view certain days and 
routes.

 Saved the file, then either email the video to school or make a DVD and 
at times, make a DVD for the lot manager to deal with the driver.

 Dispatched for the company for several months.
 Drivers were on time and on the job to complete their routes. Took 

phone calls from parents and sent out stand by drivers on routes when 
needed.

 Mechanically and electrically maintained of slot machines, Electric 
signs, and kiosk machines.

 Encoded commercials for insertion and monitored analog and digital 
equipment for systems.

Video Technician
ABC Corporation -   1993 – 1997 

Responsibilities:

 Started as a QC technician and as a driver, after 5 months I became a 
field technician and was placed on a world tour operating and 
maintaining Electrosonic and Toshiba Video Wall cubes for the KISS 
Reunion Tour 1996 - 1997.

 My responsibilities included Directed crews up to 6 - 8 persons to 
complete tasks in a strict time line Supervised, assembly and rigging of 
the 10,000 pound, 45 cubes video wall Coordinated signal routing from 
control computers to the video wall.

 After the tour I operating and maintaining Video Wall equipment as well 
as Lead Utility on events.

 As indoor LED panels became available I became the Lead LED person 
for the company, as well as one of the top LED technicians in the U.S.A.

 working with Lighthouse LED Panels/ Processors, providing LED 
solutions.

 High Profile assignments included Oscars Lighthouse booth at NAB 
General Motors Auto Show ESPN Awards Ford Motor Company Press 
Events and Auto Show Microsoft Sony Lincoln-Mercury Motor Company 
Auto Show Republican & Democratic National Conventions I also 
developed and implemented a support website and a LED- training 
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Technical Skills, 
Management.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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program for freelance and company personnel..
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant 

to your current role.

Education

Diploma
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